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◾ Placed in the H<RqNorth tunnel at %<SY
◾ Two ,DDmeter long cavities
◾ éoth cavities resonate with identical modes
◾ YDW laser input power7,D31 nm
◾ Power buildup: 0kDDD in P/

1DkDDD in R/
◾ ,D H<Rq dipole magnets per cavity: 136 Tm
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◾ Photons oscillating into qLPs in the P/
◾ qLPs can pass through the wall
◾ qLPs oscillating back into photons in the R/
◾ %etection with a singlezphoton detector

Feynman diagram
of the LSW concept

◾ LSW experiment with infrared light U,D31 nmO
◾ R/ is length controlled with a 0YK nmbeam
◾ Mirrors of R/ are specified for IR and green
◾ <PR depends on wavelength
◾ /ontrol beam probes a different cavity length

than the regenerated qLP signal beam
◾ Δ<PR is compensated with an offset in the control loop
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Measurement scheme:
◾ Laser , is frequency locked to the <PR test cavity
◾ The second harmonic of laser K is frequency locked

to the <PR test cavity
◾ Laser , and laser K interfere and the beat is sensed

by photo diode P% z <PR
◾ The beat signal on P% z <PR is proportional toΔ<PR FabryzPérot cavity:

◾ K@ cm rigid spacer
◾ /lampedmirrors
◾ Flat C Km Ro/
◾ g F Dä6@
Reflectivities:
◾ K0 ppm7,D31 nm
◾ ,. 70YK nm
Finesse:
◾ 3DkDDD 7 ,D31 nm
◾ YDD 7 0YK nm

◾ Δ<PR depends on temperature
◾ Requirement for qLPS IIc:

/hange ofΔ<PR 8 , pm over days
for DäK K temperature stability

◾ Phase stability per mirror:

coating design environment control

} }

/oatings:
◾ /oating design by the University of Floridak USq:

Simulated ΔΦ with DäK K temperature stability
Kä1μrad 8 Kä66μrad

Goal:
◾ Findmirror coatings with small enough
temperature dependence of the <PR
not to limit the qLPS IIc sensitivity


